
CHAIRMANS REPORT SEPTEMBER 2021 

 

Dear Members, 
 

Reading last year’s report I think I was a bit too optimistic.   I will try and be 

more realistic this year! 

 

LECTURES 

Having spoken to various other Societies in Scotland the committee decided at 

the beginning of the year to go down the Zoom route.   It took some time to get 

the lecturers organised and so we had the lectures in May, June and July.   The 

feedback from the 38 people who watched them was very favourable.  Among 

the comments was the fact that seeing pictures on one’s computer/TV was 

actually better than sitting in the Victoria Halls. More detail was seen.  

The lectures in September, October, November and December will be on 

Zoom.  We are in constant touch with the Victoria Halls and will wait to hear 

from them as to whether we can resume there in January. 
 

FINANCE  

It may seem to some that it is unjust that they still have to pay a membership fee 

while not having access to live lectures.  We still have to pay the full fee to the 

lecturers although we do save on their expenses.  

We pay an affiliation fee to London.  This covers the cost of the magazine for 

our members and gives us free access to the directory of lecturers.  We also get 

a reduced fee for our Zoom licence if we get it through them. London will also 

cover expenses if and when two committee members go there for the AGM.  

At the moment there are no volunteering activities.  Anyone involved can claim 

expenses incurred. As a result of these cut-backs we decided to reduce the 

annual fee while keeping a reasonable amount in the bank for future operations. 

We are also committed to give grants to various groups, mainly the Young Arts. 

We continue to support Route 81 and plan in the future to help some Primary 

Schools with their Art programmes.   Art is the first department to suffer when 

there are cut-backs in the education system 

 

VOLUNTEERING 

 

Church Recording Joy Temple is heading a group to record St Modan’s in 

Roseneath. This will start once we are back to normal.   At the moment the 

church is, understandably, rather wary of letting people wander in and out. 

Anyone interested can contact me. 
 

Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum in Glasgow.  Again, once things are back 

to normal, the group will continue cataloguing the Regimental Silver. 



Hill House.  It was planned about 2 years ago for a group to be got together to 

make replica curtains for the house.   Olivia Birch, who has agreed to come 

back on the committee as Heritage Volunteer organiser, is spear-heading 

this.   She would like to hear from anyone with an interest in textiles, sewing, 

applique and embroidery.  Her contact details are oliviabirch84@outlook.com 

or 01436820049 

 

YOUNG ARTS 

 

At the moment we do not have a committee member in charge of Young 

Arts.  If anyone is interested, we would very much like them to get in touch 

with any member of the committee.   Apart from the benefit of having an extra 

voice on the committee they would liaise with the local schools to find out if we 

can help financially with their projects.    
 

HELENSBURGH OUTDOOR MUSEUM       
 

In 2018 a bronze plaque was commissioned for one of the plinths in the square 

to highlight the Society. Brian Temple is overseeing this and we hope to 

organise an event for the unveiling to which you will all be invited!  Brian is in 

constant touch with the Council trying to arrange to have the lettering done and 

date fixed for the unveiling. 

As 2022 will be our 25th anniversary it will be a fitting tribute for us. 
 

Patty Stewart 

Chairman  

Arts Society Lomond & Argyll 
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